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ABSTRACT 

The rise of the auteur theory is closely 

associated with Alfred Hitchcock’s legacy 

and notion of ‘pure cinema’, by which a 

story is expressed with mere visual means. 

This paper explores some of Hitchcock’s 

trends and patterns and trace them in Brain 

Helgeland’s ‘Payback’, while pointing out 

where the latter borrowed from the 

Hitchcock tradition and where he rebelled 

against it. 
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Introduction 

When I think of American films that have had an impact on 

me so far, heavy pictures such as Paul McGuigan’s Wicker Park 

(2004), Stephen Gaghan's Syriana (2005), Alejandro González 

Iñárritu’s Babel (2006), and Byron Howard's and Rich Moore's 

Zootopia (2016) immediately come to my mind. These films 

respectively touch on the issues of fairytales vs. reality, some 

of the root causes for conflicts in the Middle East, the question 

of people’s mobility in the twenty-first century, and the debate 

about ‘political correctness’. Whenever I am asked about my 

favorite movie, however, Brain Helgeland’s Payback (1999) 

immediately stands out in the crowd - without any competition. 

Unlike all the aforementioned films, Payback lacks the 

substantial intellectual and critical content they all have in 

common, which, for a long time, was a phenomenon I had been 

unable to fully comprehend until I actually started working on 

this small research paper, which is admittedly subjective in 

regards of pursuing answers about one’s true self. It was a 

short illustration by Evan Puschak on how Hitchcock blocks a 

scene (Puschak, 2016) that eventually triggered my interest in 

Auteur Cinema, and that in turns allowed me to finally understand 

some of the important reasons behind my personal obsessions with 

Payback. Helgeland’s film, in short, is perhaps the purest 

cinematic visual expression I have ever watched and that I can 
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think of; the kind of which that traps the audience in the 

cinematic atmosphere regardless of the moral of the story. 

This paper will shed light on Hitchcock’s concept of ‘pure 

cinema’ (Sehgal, 2003) and its echoes in the auteur theory, 

which was brought into life by the French New Wave (Chaudhuri, 

2013). Moreover, it will examine some of the techniques and 

characteristics of Hitchcock’s most important works, such as 

Rear Window (1954), Psycho (1960), and some of the Alfred 

Hitchcock Presents (1955-65) episodes, covering the auteur’s 

cinematography (Bays J. M., 2004), the German and Soviet 

influence in it (MacKenzie, 2000), his use of humor and plot 

devices, as well as his choice of characters. 

In addition, the paper will indicate all the previous 

elements in the analysis of Payback, as it investigates the 

film’s reference to the Hitchcock tradition and techniques. It 

will certainly take into consideration the unique touch of 

Payback’s creators, whether it is Director Brain Helgeland – or 

the legendary Mel Gibson, whose sole influence is evident in the 

making of the film (Brown, 2002). Despite embracing the 

Hitchcock school per se, they both distinguish their 

independence and sometimes rebellion in certain areas. 

Nevertheless, this paper will eventually argue that the 

relationship between them and Hitchcock is as essential as that 

between Hitchcock and German expressionism and Soviet montage. 
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Hitchcock’s Auteurism 

Alfred Hitchcock’s legacy is closely associated with the 

rise of the Auteur Theory, which places emphasis on directors 

as the primary authors, distinguishing their creative roles 

through the collective process of film making (Chaudhuri, 2013, 

S. 80). Prior to the recognition of Auteur Cinema, Hollywood’s 

discourse revolved around social realism, which argued that the 

best films were those of “quality” dealing with serious issues 

(Kapsis, 1989, S. 18); an approach that pushed Alfred Hitchcock 

to the margin. 

Both Hitchcock’s Rear Window, arguably the auteur’s first 

masterpiece (Wood, 1989, S. 100), as well as Vertigo, 

Hitchcock’s master piece to date (108), were not taken seriously 

when they were first released in 1954 and 1958 respectively. Up 

until 1960, the majority of American film critics did not view 

Hitchcock as a serious artist. (Kapsis, 1989, S. 15) However, 

with the emergence of the French New Wave (Chaudhuri, 2013, S. 

80), and the introduction of François Truffaut’s ‘la politique 

des auteurs’ in the mid-1950s, when Auteurism was first 

articulated on the pages of Cahiers du Cinéma (Macnab, 2001), 

film scholars and critics were persuaded to view Hitchcock as a 

real artist, transforming his reputation from that of “a popular 

entertainer to [one of a] distinguished auteur and film artist” 

(Kapsis, 1989, S. 15-16). The European critics’ efforts to 

recognize Hitchcock’s genius culminated with the publication of 
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Truffaut’s, Hitchcock (1967), a book that “established 

Hitchcock’s status as auteur, or movie 'author,' a director who 

exerted unprecedented creative control over each of his films” 

(ibid). 

Doctrine and Influence 

Alfred Hitchcock, who began his career with silent films 

throughout the 1920s (Urbanora, 2007), “is one of the few 

Hollywood directors to ruminate on the nature of the cinema 

(MacKenzie, ENGLISH HITCHCOCK. A Movie Book by Charles Barr, 

2000)” advocating what he described as “pure cinema” (Sehgal, 

2003). The content of the film’s story is as relevant to 

Hitchcock as the taste of some fruit in a painting to its maker. 

The art of pure cinema is not about the story but rather the 

technique by which you present it, which in turns “stimulates 

the emotion of the viewer” (Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 

1964). “The film can be about anything you like,” Hitchcock 

argues “[so]long as I can make the audience react in a certain 

way to what I put on the screen” (Sehgal, 2003). 

The British Auteur’s tradition was clearly influenced by 

two European schools. The first was that of the German 1920s 

expressionists (MacKenzie, ENGLISH HITCHCOCK. A Movie Book by 

Charles Barr, 2000), who “rejected Western conventions” and 

challenged “Modernism’s formal and stylistic elements”, 

simultaneously distancing themselves from aestheticism and 

replacing it with incongruous and distorted patterns that attain 
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emotional effect (Darsa, 2013), a key element in Hitchcock’s 

thriller genre. During the “German times”, indeed, Hitchcock 

developed his notion of ‘pure cinema’. “The Germans in those 

times placed great emphasis on telling the story visually” said 

Hitchcock. “I've always believed that you can tell as much 

visually as you can with words. That's what I learned from the 

Germans” (Gottlieb, Early Hitchcock: The German Influence, 

1999). 

Hitchcock was also influenced by Soviet montage (MacKenzie, 

ENGLISH HITCHCOCK. A Movie Book by Charles Barr, 2000), in which 

the expression of an idea or point is heavily dependent on 

editing, cutting and combining footage (Barrance, 2014). 

Hitchcock argues that creating different ideas (as well as 

emotions) is subjected to changing the assembly of one’s film. 

“One cut of film is like a piece of mosaic,” he explains. “To 

me, pure film, pure cinema is pieces of film assembled. Any 

individual piece is nothing. But a combination of them creates 

an idea.” Hitchcock took montage very seriously. According to 

him, montage is the same as notes of music that cannot be put 

together indiscriminately. In a Hitchcock picture, “every piece 

of film that you put in the picture should have a purpose” 

(Hitchcock, Hitchcock on Style: An Interview with Alfred 

Hitchcock, 1963). 
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Hitchcock’s Techniques, Style and Characteristics 

Alfred Hitchcock famously deployed various terms and 

techniques which served as punctuations in the very making of 

his films; they emphatically cultivated a distinguishable style 

throughout his whole career with a set of characteristics, which 

can be traced in his works as well as the works of his imitators. 

Whilst the purpose of this paper is to trace Hitchcock’s 

influence in the American Auteur cinema, mainly in the making 

of Payback, some relevant Hitchcock trends, which earned him the 

title the ‘Master of Suspense’, ought to be briefly explained 

in the following paragraphs. 

Cinematography and Dialogue 

As already mentioned, plot and dialogue meant little to 

Alfred Hitchcock, and whose main interest was in the dramatic 

situation, which he preferred to articulate more pictorially not 

verbally (Teachout, 2009). He not only claimed that most of the 

films of his time were “photographs of people talking” 

(Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 1964), but he also believed 

that people’s conversations were trivial as their eyes revealed 

their needs, emotions, thoughts and desires (Bays J. M., How to 

turn your boring movie into a Hitchcock thriller... , 2004). 

Hitchcock further argued that resorting to dialogue in cinema 

should be tolerated only when it is impossible to do otherwise. 

This all can clearly summarized in his following statement: 

“Dialogue should simply be a sound among sounds [it is] something 
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that comes out of the mouths of people whose eyes tell the story 

in visual terms” (Sciretta, 2008). 

In order for Hitchcock to “tell a story in a cinematic way, 

(Sciretta, 2008)”, blocking a scene1 has to be the heart of the 

story (Puschak, 2016). The camera itself takes on human 

qualities, allowing the audience to become more involved in the 

action. Its position and movement is conditioned to what the 

auteur wants his audience to feel and experience at a particular 

time (Bays J. M., How to turn your boring movie into a Hitchcock 

thriller... , 2004). Using proximity variations between close-

ups, which allow the audience to derive emotion from the actor’s 

eyes (Bays J. M., How to turn your boring movie into a Hitchcock 

thriller... , 2004), and wide shots, which make them feel the 

helplessness of the situation (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - Episode 2 

"Breakdown Broken Down", 2015), is how Hitchcock eventually 

controls the audience’s intensity and relaxation (Bays J. M., 

How to turn your boring movie into a Hitchcock thriller... , 

2004). 

“All art is experience,” said Hitchcock. “People look at 

an abstract and say ‘I hate it’”. Using the word ‘hate’, he 

argues, here means that they are somewhat going through an 

experience. (Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 1964) The auteur 

creates his story when the provocation of a desired reaction, 

                     
1 As seen here as “working out the details of an actor's moves in relation 

to the camera”. (New York Film Academy) 
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be it fear, laughter, surprise, anger, or any other forms of 

emotion, is the ultimate goal of every scene (Bays J. M., How 

to turn your boring movie into a Hitchcock thriller... , 2004). 

Hitchcock realized the power of montage as a creator of 

both, ideas and emotions, by putting film pieces together 

(Hitchcock, Hitchcock on Style: An Interview with Alfred 

Hitchcock, 1963). Drama, according to the British auteur, “is 

life with the dull bits cut out.” (Sehgal, 2003) Thus, in a 

Hitchcock picture, carefully chosen close-ups of objects, such 

as arms, faces and guns, tied together, tell a story (Bays J. 

M., 2004), as these objects give the audience a sense of safety, 

shock, or anxiety (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - Episode 1 "Revenge 

Unhinged", 2014). Moreover, montage allows the exclusions of 

some parts, though, it still engages the mind of the audience 

in a very specific way. Psycho (1960), which Hitchcock described 

as his most cinematic picture (Hitchcock, Hitchcock on Style: 

An Interview with Alfred Hitchcock, 1963), is a perfect example 

for the method of “transferring the menace from the screen into 

the mind of the audience” (Bays J. M., 2004). Hitchcock herein 

reduces the element of violence, yet firmly establishes it in 

our minds (Hitchcock, Hitchcock on Style: An Interview with 

Alfred Hitchcock, 1963), which he elaborated as follows: “There 

you had montage in the bathtub killing where the whole thing is 

purely an illusion … [and no] knife ever touched any woman's 

body in that scene.” (ibid) 
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One of the most powerful montage techniques in Hitchcock’s 

films is the so called ‘point of view shots’, in which not only 

“the eyes reveal what a person thinks or needs” (Bays J. M., 

2004), but also the different assembly of the film is able to 

create different ideas (Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 1964). 

Hitchcock’s camera follows the character’s eyes, in order to 

connect him or her with the audience (Bays J. M., 2004). In such 

a subjective shot, a character sees something off-screen, and 

then the audience sees it as well, before it cuts back to see 

the reaction on the character’s face (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - 

Episode 1 "Revenge Unhinged", 2014). When another character 

looks at the first character in this kind of subjective shot, 

they must look directly into the camera (Bays J. M., 2004), 

allowing us to feel what the character subconsciously feels. In 

Rear Window (1954), for instance, we share Jeffery’s fear of 

getting detected when Thorwald looks into the camera, while 

Jeffery is spying on him (Hitchcock, Rear Window, 1954). 

Nevertheless, our feelings are not always limited to the 

characters’ reactions in Hitchcock’s films, as we can sometimes 

be manipulated by the different variations of footage assembly. 

When we have a close-up on an old man’s face, and we cut to a 

picture of a woman holding a baby in her arms, and then we cut 

back to the old man and see him smiling, Hitchcock argues, we 

are under the impression that he is a kindly man. However, that 

impression changes drastically when we replace the footage of 

the woman and the child with a girl in a bikini, as that 
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transfers him into a dirty old man, even if his picture remains 

the same. (Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 1964) 

Hitchcock does not always opt for montage to create pure 

cinematic expression, as he pioneered the single-take picture 

illusory, which features long takes2, as in Rope (1948) (Robey, 

2015). To maintain a certain feeling or tension, Hitchcock knew 

exactly when not to cut, and how lingering on a single shot 

could allow the continuation of a certain atmosphere or emotion. 

His roaming camera often guides the audience through the setting 

and controls their knowledge of the story, by allowing them to 

explore the location and finding clues. (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - 

Episode 1 "Revenge Unhinged", 2014) The opening scene in Rear 

Window is a good example for this kind of cinematic technique. 

The camera roams in a single shot around the entire apartment 

complex, before it enters James Stewart’s room, where we 

immediately learn so much about his character through the flow 

of a single motion that reveals the story with mere objects, but 

at the same time avoids any kind of dialogue. We know that he 

is a photojournalist, because of his possession of professional 

cameras, and photographs of racetrack and war explosions. We 

know that he has a dangerous job, because one of his cameras is 

broken, and so is his leg. We know that his name is Jeffery 

because it is written on his leg cast, and we know that he is 

romantically involved with a celebrity, Grace Kelly, because we 

                     
2 As understood here to be “ashot lasting much longer than the conventional 

editing pace either of the film itself or of films in general.” (Wikipedia) 
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see an identical picture of hers in a personal photo frame as 

well as on the cover of a magazine. (Bays J. M., Hitchcock's 

Shots #1, 2004) 

Humor 

Humor, whether exercised in happy settings, ironic 

situations, the “understatement”, or in the inclusion of 

burlesque3 characters (Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's Secret 

Weapon, 2007), is essential to build tension in Hitchcock’s 

films (Bays J. M., 2004). Hitchcock goes as far as to say that 

suspense, which is the most important element of his work, does 

not have value unless it is balanced with humor. According to 

him, “in the mystery and suspense genre, a tongue-in-cheek 

approach is indispensable” (Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's 

Secret Weapon, 2007). Therefore, he compares his thriller films 

to a rollercoaster, which most make people laugh after they 

wildly scream (Hitchcock, A Talk with Hitchcock, 1964). 

Hitchcock often creates his scene in a light and humorous 

environment, which enables him to avoid the clichés associated 

with suspense, such as shadows, bad weather and creaky doors 

(Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's Secret Weapon, 2007).  “The more 

happy-go-lucky the setting,” Hitchcock argues, “the greater kick 

you get from the sudden introduction of drama” (Bays J. M., 

Hitch20 - Episode 1 "Revenge Unhinged", 2014). “The 

                     
3 “Burlesque is a literary, dramatic or musical work intended to cause 

laughter by caricaturing the manner or spirit of serious works, or by 

ludicrous treatment of their subjects.” (Wikipedia) 
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juxtaposition of the norm […] against the fantasy” is what truly 

makes things interesting for Hitchcock (Bays J. M., Humor: 

Hitchcock's Secret Weapon, 2007). In a Hitchcock film, there 

will be sunshine, an ocean, a peaceful neighborhood, romance and 

happy breakfast, for example in “Revenge” (1955), before, 

finally, the audience is thrown into the suspense (Bays J. M., 

Hitch20 - Episode 1 "Revenge Unhinged", 2014). In the opening 

of Rear Window, we see a peaceful neighborhood, with a man 

peacefully sleeping on the balcony, a cat roaming and meowing, 

and a blonde woman brushing her hair, while birds land on her 

rooftop. As for the settings in Vertigo, they are in nice 

offices, fancy neighborhoods and restaurants and flower shops. 

Creating a kind of irony, in which Hitchcock puts his 

characters through often comic but the worst possible situations 

that could go wrong, is actually another trend that allows him 

to establish tension in his works (Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's 

Secret Weapon, 2007). In Family Plot (1976), Blanche, who is 

dizzy, nauseous and scared, is all over the place, holding on 

to George’s tie and nick, kicking him and making it more 

difficult for him to control the car that has gone out of control 

after they have lost the brake (Hitchcock, Runaway Car Scene 

from Hitchcock's "Family Plot", 1976). In “One More Mile to Go” 

1957, an episode from Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Hitchcock 

breaks away from the Hollywood car chase cliché, by creating 

suspense not around a corpse hidden in a trunk, but a loose wire 
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on a taillight. Hitchcock calls this technique “the 

understatement”. Its purpose is to insert humor into the 

situation (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - Episode 7 "One More Mile to 

Know", 2015) by eventually contrasting the triviality of a bored 

policeman’s obsession with the fixing of Carl Spann’s taillight, 

and Spann’s crisis of getting rid of his murdered wife’s body 

(Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's Secret Weapon, 2007). 

The aim of Hitchcock’s humor is to balance tension and 

relief in his suspense sequences; so burlesque characters, who 

confuse the audience between seriousness and triviality, come 

in handy in his films (Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's Secret 

Weapon, 2007). In Strangers on a Train (1951), we are unsure 

whether Bruno Antony (Robert Walker) is serious when he jokes 

about murder at a party (Hitchcock, Strangers on a Train (8/10) 

Movie CLIP - Borrow Your Neck (1951) HD, 1951). In Rear Window, 

we have Stella (Thelma Ritter), who has a nose for trouble and 

can smell it ten miles away. She talks about the most serious 

matters, such as the market crash, up to the most absurd things, 

as for instance someone’s kidney (Hitchcock, Rear Window, 1954). 

This uncertainty between comic and serious, therefore, helps to 

create and release the tension in the characters, allowing the 

audience to maintain sympathy (Bays J. M., Humor: Hitchcock's 

Secret Weapon, 2007). 
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Plot, Information and Suspense 

The stories in Alfred Hitchcock’s films are often made very 

simple in order to maximize the dramatic impact. For Hitchcock, 

style is more important than content, thus he does need to look 

for words to fill a script only as much as a script that fills 

the “rectangular screen in a movie”. The information handed to 

the audience and the plot devices, therefore, have the sole 

purpose of achieving the most important characteristic in 

Hitchcock’s genre, namely suspense. (Bays J. M., 2004) 

According to Hitchcock, suspense cannot be achieved unless 

“the public [is …] made perfectly aware of all the facts 

involved” in a story (How Hitchcock Creates Suspense, 2017). 

Giving information to the audience plays an essential part in 

creating suspense so, for instance, Hitchcock lets his audience 

know from the beginning whether something is about to harm the 

character. In Family Plot, we are shown the brake fluid leaking 

out of the car before George Lumley and Blanche Tyler actually 

get caught in the action. (Bays J. M., 2004) Hitchcock turns 

suspense into science when he explains his “bomb theory”, by 

which he distinguishes between ‘suspense’ and ‘surprise’. 

Whenever we watch two men sitting at a table and talking about 

football, and then a bomb suddenly goes off, the audience 

experiences five or ten seconds of shock. However, if we do the 

scene again but show the audience a ticking bomb underneath the 

table, Hitchcock explains, the audience will be anxious and 
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engaged, thinking that the characters must stop talking about 

something as trivial as football and get rid of the bomb 

underneath them. In this way, suspense will only last as long 

as the bomb ticks, but the bomb should not kill the characters 

because, as Hitchcock argues, the audience needs the relief from 

their suspense. (Kirby, 1999) 

In addition to information, Hitchcock handles plots in a 

similar manner that creates pure cinema. His films are not plot-

driven, as most of their scripts “pivot around a tiny plot twist, 

trivial in itself, that [are] used to set the characters in 

motion” (Teachout, 2009). One of the most powerful plot devices 

Hitchcock uses is the MacGuffin, a term which asserts that his 

films are not just what they seem to be on the surface. The term 

might have originated, Hitchcock explained to Truffaut, from a 

Scottish name in a story about two men on a train. (Gottlieb, 

2002) 

One man asks, “What’s the package up there in the baggage 

rack?” The other answers, “Oh, that’s a MacGuffin.” The first 

then asks, “What’s a MacGuffin?” “Well”, the other man explains, 

“It’s an apparatus for trapping lions in the Scottish 

Highlands4.” “But there are no lions in the Scottish Highlands,” 

retorts the first man, and the other man answers, “Well then, 

that’s no MacGuffin!” (ibid) 

                     
4 In New York in other versions 
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 Following this story, a MacGuffin is nothing, and simply 

serves as a device that gets the action going. It can be 

anything, as long as the characters are constantly searching for 

it (ibid). It is the woman's gloves found at a crime scene in 

Blackmail (1929), an airplane engines’ plans in The 39 Steps 

(1935), the suspected murder in Rear Window and the diamonds in 

Family Plot (Bays J. M., Definitive List of Hitchcock McGuffins, 

2010). Yet, a MacGuffin is also everything, because it 

guarantees the continuation of the picture, with Hitchcock’s 

actual true content. 
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Mel Gibson Revisited 

Mel Gibson, in performing in action films such as, Mad Max 

or the Legal Weapon series, is primarily associated with the 

character of a sexually attractive and charismatic tough guy; a 

man of action, who wisecracks his way through serious 

situations, while he constantly resists mental and physical pain 

or even torture (Brown, 2002). When I think of Mel Gibson’s 

films that appeal to me the most, however, Braveheart (1995) 

comes to my mind with its powerful “freedom” speech, Conspiracy 

Theory (1997) with its romance, What Women Want (2000) with its 

starring of Helen Hunt, and The Beaver (2011), which has a 

powerful theme of reconciliation. Not a single time have I been 

drawn to the violence in these movies, at least not in the first 

two, quite the opposite, actually. I had to look away when Murron 

(Catherine McCormack) was killed, and when William Wallace (Mel 

Gibson) was tortured in Braveheart. The graphic scenes of the 

fighting, the bloodshed, and the “trophies” were not exactly 

pleasant. While watching Conspiracy Theory, I remembered 

storming out of the room when things were blowing up. When Gibson 

directed The Passion of the Christ (2004), a visual display of 

Jesus Christ “systematically [being] beaten into a bloody pulp,” 

(Krondorfer, 2004) I was not able to continue watching.  All of 

that seems to be at odds though, with Payback, one of Mel 

Gibson’s most violent movies, which is also being my favorite 

movie down to the present day. The only scientific explanation 
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that I have for my attachment to this movie here is that Payback, 

written and directed by Brian Helgeland, has less to do with 

Gibson and more to do with the genius of Hitchcock. 

Overall Theme 

Payback indeed includes the key elements found in most of 

Mel Gibson’s movies, such as the theme of pain and torture, but 

there is more to it than just that. Although Porter, the 

protagonist, exercises a good deal of violence upon his foes, 

the main focus is on the pain that he has to endure throughout 

the entire film (Brown, 2002), which is actually what we would 

expect from a thriller starring Mel Gibson. Porter, however, has 

so much in common with the protagonists in Hitchcock’s most 

important pictures, namely Shadow of a Doubt (1943), Notorious 

(1946), Strangers on a Train (1951), Rear Window (1954), Vertigo 

(1958), North by Northwest (1959), and Psycho (1960). What these 

films have ultimately in common is that they are “thrillers 

whose protagonists … [o]ne or more … [are] morally equivocal, 

on occasion to the point of outright villainy … unexpectedly 

find[ing] themselves entangled in situations that put their 

lives at risk” (Teachout, 2009), which is precisely the case of 

Porter, “the ultimate ruthless thug (Brown, 2002)”. 
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Rear Window in Payback 

 

In Rear Window, Jefferies, an archetypal Hitchcock 

protagonist, who has broken one of his legs and one of his 

cameras even before the film begins, we learn that he is someone 

who courts death while trying to take pictures. He is a man who 

“never comes to terms with himself,” and refuses to make 

commitments, such as marriage, while living like “a tourist on 

endless vacation,” and constantly engaging himself in reckless 

and dangerous behavior (Wood, 1989, p. 101). Jefferies, 

described as a “window-shopper”, wants to get rid of Lisa, who 

“belongs in that rarefied atmosphere of Park Avenue, expensive 

restaurants, and literary cocktail parties” (Hitchcock, Rear 

Window, 1954). He chooses to spy not on the happy families in 

his neighborhood but rather on Lars Thorwald (Raymond Burr), in 

whom he sees himself. Thorwald has a nagging wife, and wants his 

freedom, so Jefferies, who wants to get rid of Lisa, suspects 

that Thorwald must have had murdered his wife after she 

disappeared. The theme of the film is foreshadowed from the 

beginning with Stella’s statement: “People ought to get outside 
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and look in at themselves”. Jefferies gradually works out his 

problems through his involvement in his neighbors’ lives (Wood, 

1989, p. 108). In the end, he commits to Lisa, but all that at 

the expense of her transforming into someone as reckless as he 

is. In other words, she is now willing to join him on his 

“endless vacation”. 

Porter, in comparison, is unable to commit to his wife, so 

he starts cheating on her with Rosie, a mob exclusive prostitute, 

who is as uncommitted and reckless as he is. His affair 

jeopardizes his marriage as well as his life. Nevertheless, he 

still leaves Rosie one morning, after driving her to work. 

Neither Porter makes a commitment, by “[asking] her to quit [her 

prostitution job], nor does she “ask him to drive her somewhere 

else”; and that is just part of the story. 

Just as in the case of Jefferies’s broken leg, Payback 

opens with showing Porter shot, wounded and paralyzed, on what 

seems to be, a dirty kitchen table. Within the realms of the 

narration technique of the stream of consciousness, we learn 

everything about Porter’s background through his thoughts in a 

voice-over.5 Porter, who wants to retire from his criminal 

business, is actually being forced deeper into it after having 

been double-crossed by his partner Val Resnick (Gregg Henry) and 

                     
5 That technique appeared in Hitchcock’s Breakdown Broken Down (1955), 

while showing static footage of Joseph Cotton, who was also playing a 

paralyzed character. (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - Episode 2 "Breakdown Broken 

Down", 2015) 
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his wife Lynn (Deborah Kara Unger). Porter ultimately gets even, 

by killing them both as well as the mob bosses and their minions, 

while framing the “crooked cops” for his killing of Resnick. 

Just like Jefferies who seemingly sorts out his commitment 

problems by involving himself in Thorwald’s life, Porter 

accomplishes his retirement plans only by getting all his foes 

out of the criminal business. In the end, he asks Rosie to “just 

drive6” on, which seems to be similar to Lisa’s endless vacation. 

They make a deal that “if she’d stop hooking, [he’d] stop 

shooting people,” but “maybe [they] were aiming high.” 

Blondes Make Perfect Predator Victims 

Perhaps, the only difference between the endings (as well 

as the choice of the female lead characters) of Rear Window and 

Payback is that while Hitchcock transforms Lisa into a new woman 

who meets Jefferies’s fantasies, Helgeland kills the old Lisa 

(Lynn) and replaces her with the new Lisa (Rosie). Both Lynn and 

Rosie are blondes, a choice that loudly screams Hitchcock, 

taking Grace Kelly in Rear Window, Eva Marie Saint in North by 

Northwest, Janet Leigh in Psycho, Kim Novak in Vertigo and Tippi 

Hedren in The Birds (Schulte-Hillen, 2014). Hitchcock believed 

that “the perfect ‘woman of mystery’ is one who is blonde, subtle 

and Nordic” (Saporito, 2016). Hitchcock’s protagonists are often 

obsessed with and trying to get control over dangerous blondes 

with potentially lethal sexuality (Teachout, 2009), the kind of 

                     
6 “[They] were going for breakfast – in Canada.” 
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women who can be “made the best victims” (Schulte-Hillen, 2014). 

Transforming Lisa in Rear Window is one way to do so, but the 

more evident transformation is the one in Vertigo when Scottie 

transforms Judy to Madeleine. Elster, on the contrary, is only 

able to control the real Madeleine when he kills her and replaces 

her with a fake one, Judy. We see similar patterns in Notorious, 

Psycho, and Strangers on a Train (Teachout, 2009), as well as 

in Payback. Lynn is not just a blonde wife, but a heroin addict 

and a robber who is willing to shoot her partner in the back. 

Val Resnick hires Arthur Stegman to deliver her drugs because, 

according to Stegman, Val is “afraid of the girl”. Rosie, on the 

other hand, provides prostitution services to the mob who openly 

invest in “sadist” men who “lack compunction”, which “comes in 

handy” in that kind of business. After Rosie watches Resnick 

gets repeatedly shot and then killed, she moves in with the 

killer, and goes as far as to engage in a stunt as bold as 

kidnapping the mob boss’s son. If Hitchcock lived long enough, 

in my opinion, he would have found his “perfect woman (Rampton, 

2014)” in Rosie – or in Catherine McCormack in Braveheart, but 

she’s not blond and that’s not what we’re really discussing 

right now, so let’s cut to style. 
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Payback in Style and Cinematography 

Roger Ebert’s review on Payback, published in 1999, 

supports the claim that the film is a Hitchcockian product. 

Brain Helgeland’s picture, he writes, “is more interested in 

style than story.” Writing this kind of screenplay, according 

to Ebert, “essentially involves finding new bottles for old 

wine.” If one combines the statement7 heard in Porter’s voice-

over in the first scene, as well as the film’s title, one will 

have a good idea of what the picture is all about. The rest of 

the film, Elbert argues, is about entertainment. (Ebert, 1999) 

Plot Devices 

The only way to maintain that entertainment is to make sure 

that Porter is constantly pursing either revenge or his share 

of the $130,000-loot, at least according to what the title hints. 

In the first case, Porter’s wife is killed by an overdose in the 

film’s 12th minute, and within an hour, long before the plot even 

nearly develops, Val Resnick is shot-dead; thus, the revenge 

story ends where the film practically begins. When it comes to 

the money afterwards, it does not seem to mean much anymore. 

This is not about the money, because Porter does not really need 

it. He is the kind of man who makes $800, gets several dashing 

suits and a classic Magnum8 practically for free, by taking a 

                     
7 "Not many people know what their life's worth. I do. Seventy grand. 

That's what they took from me. And that's what I'm gonna get back.” 

(Payback) 
8 The gun 
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small walk on a sunny day. When he rewards himself by dining at 

a fancy restaurant, he does not even need to pay. If he makes a 

little bit more effort, he can crash head-on into a Chinese gang 

car, without enduring the slightest pain, of course according 

to the movie, and get tens of thousands of dollars of their 

payrolls. The three mob bosses try to reason with Porter and 

seem to be willing to pay him back the full amount they once 

received from Resnick, but they are missing the point. Porter 

wants the exact amount of seventy grand, not a penny less or 

more, but they do not understand this as they reason that “their 

shoes are worth more than that”. The crooked cops do not seem 

to understand Porter either and think that he is “[taking them] 

for idiots” because “nobody'd do this shit for 70 grand.” That 

misunderstanding is the understatement that results in Porter’s 

frustration, which consequently leads to the failure of every 

negotiation, and therefore motivates Porter to ultimately pursue 

the only thing that matters in this film – here, the seventy 

grand becomes the MacGuffin! 

Cinematography 

Montage plays an essential role in Payback, especially the 

point-of-view shots, which allow most of its characters to 

express themselves without uttering a word. In the beginning of 

the film, we are made to experience Porter’s thinking and 

feelings through these shots, when he, for instance, has to 

decide whom to mug on a sidewalk. As he goes through the wallet 
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he has stolen, and sees the man’s picture on his credit card, 

we are cut back to Porter’s face, slightly smiling, pushing his 

cheek up towards one, which means that he is confident about 

using this card (Figure 0). We then immediately cut to similar 

subjective shots at the bank: As the banker gives a welcoming 

smile, before she becomes suspicious about the credit card, 

Porter maintains a confident expression, which wins him the 

situation, even though he is nervous and we can see it right 

after the banker looks away. Further, when Porter wants to sell 

three watches he has purchased with the same credit, the 

shopkeeper, happy with the quality, smiles with content and 

confidently offers Porter $900, who seems to be unsure about 

what he wants. But when Porter demands to see a Magnum gun, we 

are cut back to the shopkeeper who is now suspicious. We then 

are cut to Porter, who is satisfied with the gun and makes the 

shopkeeper an offer that latter cannot refuse as he seems to be 

intimidated. These subjective shots go on the entire film, but 

perhaps the most complex sequence is displayed in the scene 

where Resnick and the Chinese gang ambush Porter. 
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Figure 0: Confident about using a stolen credit card - Payback 

The entire scene lasts for less than four minutes, with a 

dialogue of 210 words, mostly made of empty rhetoric to fill the 

gaps between the shots, which in turn tell us so much about 

where the whole story is heading towards. For instance, we first 

see Resnick fixing his sight on Porter once he spots him walking 

towards their meeting location, before we are then shifted to 

Porter’s face who seems to be carelessly staring into nothing, 

continuously unaware of his surroundings. Following up, we are 

cut back to Resnick, who takes a deep breath in preparation for 

the action (Figure 1). The subjective shots continue throughout, 

hence we are given the facial expressions and reactions of 

Porter, the Chinese gangsters and the crooked policemen, who 

intervene in the middle of the scene. 

 

Figure 1 - Payback 

Throughout a range of medium shots and close-ups, we 

witness the transformation each of these characters has to 
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endure. We learn, for example, that Porter is no longer immune 

to shock, and see him reach a moment of realization of the 

seriousness and complexity of his adventure (Figure 2). Resnick 

is initially entertained, yet seems nervously excited – he takes 

a gum (Figure 3) – as he watches his foe falling for his ambush, 

but then is utterly disappointed when he realizes that he has 

lost the element of surprise, which is now in Porter’s favor. 

We see the Chinese gangsters being glad for capturing Porter, 

the man who once stole their payrolls, but nevertheless, being 

slightly disappointed with his naivety. When the police show up, 

the Chinese gangsters are alert but not disappointed, so we know 

they still have a good chance of coming back and making a dent. 

When the audience is cut to the crooked policemen in their car, 

we see them observing the situation with deep interest, having 

confidence in their ability to get involved and benefit from the 

evolving scene. The rest of the scene between Porter and the 

policemen show the protagonist going through relief, when they 

first arrive, regret, when he realizes the mistake of leaving a 

witness behind, protest, when he insists on his right to his own 

money, and calm, when he begins to scheme against them. 
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Figure 2: Porter – Payback 

 

Figure 3: Entertained, excited but nervous - Payback 
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In addition, Payback’s montage uses a broad variety of wide 

shots to further explain the scene. When the Chinese gangsters 

walk towards Porter lying on the ground, we have a rear wide 

shot, showing the helplessness of his situation, while a hostile 

group is approaching him. We have the opposite picture later on 

when the camera cuts from a medium shot on Porter with the police 

car emerging behind his back, to a wide shot as the crooked 

policemen depart the car and walk towards him, again, putting 

him in a helpless situation between two bullies. The picture is 

once again reversed when the cops leave Porter and get back to 

their car; we are thrown into to a wide shot, showing Porter 

trying to hold his ground in front of the police, while holding 

on to an object, which turns out to be one of their badges in 

the next cut. This clearly indicates for the viewer that Porter 

is now plotting against the police, without them being able to 

change the outcome. (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: Wide shots - Payback 

Despite using intensive montage to demonstrate 

comprehensive visual expression, Brain Helgeland carefully 

chooses when actually not to cut. When Porter enters Lynn’s 

room, where he finds her killed with an overdose, the camera 

slowly roams from Porter’s face towards Lynn’s body. This allows 

the character as well as the audience to come to peace with 

Lynn’s passing, before this scene is being followed by a right 

cut to a close-up on Porter’s wedding ring, while he is fixing 

it to the wall with the needle that killed his wife, ultimately 

achieving his freedom. By this point, what we know about Porter 

is that he is someone refusing to go to the hospital whenever 

being shot, in order to actually avoid the police. After he 

recovers, he aggressively steals from a beggar, as well as a 
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waitress’s cigarettes, mugs a man on the street before he 

assaults his drug-addicted wife, potentially leading to her 

death. Helgeland’s choice not to cut at that moment prevents the 

shock by a sudden cut, and therefore, it smooths the continuation 

of the scene, as Porter lies next to Lynn’s body, before we are 

drawn into a flashback, that for the first time shows the story 

of a man who was viciously betrayed by his partner as well as 

his wife – consequentially as the audience, we have to sympathize 

with the main character. 

The way Heldgeland conducted the movie up till that point 

is in many ways similar to Hitchcock’s making of “Arthur” (1959) 

in Alfred Hitchcock Presents. From the very beginning, 

Hitchcock’s protagonist proudly introduces himself as a 

murderer, who is unknown because he has succeeded in hiding his 

crime. After even having unexpectedly petted a chicken, he 

breaks its neck, right before he confesses into the camera who 

he truly is. Perhaps Arthur is one of the most despicable 

characters in Hitchcock’s films. However, through a series of 

flashbacks, the audience is told how a terrible Helen had 

consistently imposed on his life, turning it upside down into 

chaos, which then explains the fact that eventually they want 

to kill her as much as the protagonist himself, thus, ultimately 

siding more with him than the police. (Bays J. M., Hitch20 - 

Episode 14 "Art of Arthur", 2016) Heldgeland’s use of the 

flashback technique here could be a reference to “Arthur” whilst 
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taking Payback’s poster with the line: “Get ready to root for 

the bad guy”. 

Payback - Humor and Suspense 

When making Payback, Brain Helgelan was quoted as saying: 

“I wanted to see a bad guy as the hero, but I didn’t want to 

make excuses for him.” But when Mel Gibson is the one starring 

the film, Roger Ebert argues, “you don’t have to make the same 

kinds of excuses as if he is played by, say, James Woods.” 

According to Ebert, Gibson is fundamentally a comic personality, 

a joker, a satirist, and essentially, an action comedian (Ebert, 

1999), as also indicated by the following quote:  

Here he has fun as the movie goes over the 

top, as when a doctor operates on him for 

gunshot wounds, using whiskey as a painkiller 

(for the doctor, not Gibson). Or when he helps 

himself to the dollars from a beggar's hat. 

Or when, and how, he recites “This Little 

Piggy.” (ibid) 

Indeed, Payback screams humor brought across to the 

audience by Mel Gibson, so, for instance, when Pearl (Lucy Liu) 

offers him sexual service, he tells her to “go boil an egg”. 

When he criticizes the “crooked cops”, he adds that “if [he’d] 

been just a little dumber, [he] could've joined the force 

[himself].” Commenting on the two policemen and Stegman, Porter 

compared them to “three monkeys on his back,” and that he “was 
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going to have to lighten the load” because “they were cramping 

[his] style.” 

Moreover, Porter’s character is not the only comic one in 

this film. His pal, Val, has the most talent to bring a sense 

of humor to the most serious, and sometimes extremely disturbing 

situations. Unlike Porter, who speaks in a sharp, solid and 

intimidating tone, actually the kind of which is often 

associated with Mel Gibson, Val does not seem to care a bit 

about sounding or seeming serious. He talks like a boy, always 

smiling, eats Chinese takeaway, probably even from the place he 

intends to hit next, and does not mind saying “hi sweetie” to a 

little girl passing by, while he discusses conducting a major 

robbery. His “haba haba haba” accompanies him whether he is 

nervous or happy. Even when he is shot and about to die, he can 

still make room for some laughter. 

Nevertheless, both Porter and Resnick do not remotely 

achieve the comic suspense we experience with the mob boss Mr. 

Cater (played by William Devane) who perfectly fits into the 

role as the film’s lead burlesque character. After Porter breaks 

into Resnick’s room at the Outfit Hotel, where all the mob 

members are stationed, Resnick seeks Carter’s help to deal with 

Porter. Once Cater sees Resnick, however, he turns the meeting 

into a questioning or even an interrogation about Resnick’s 

responsibility for the prior security breach. Carter, with a 

serious tone, tells Resnick that he can either help him, allow 
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him to help himself, or have him replaced. At that point, Carter 

begins to explore the reasoning behind each of these options, 

one by one; he uses a serious tone whenever he is threatening 

or blaming Resnick, and a comic one while addressing the 

possibility of helping him. Throughout the whole scene, Resnick 

experiences tension and relief; at the same time, through the 

constant point-of-view shots of the men’s expressions, the 

audience are made to experience the same. Overall, Helgeland 

takes Hitchcock’s concept of balancing suspense with humor, 

additionally pushing it further by turning humor itself into 

suspense. More importantly, he does so with pure cinematic 

visual expressions that enrich the entire dialogue. (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5: Carter-Resnick Meeting – Payback 
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A Twist in the End 

Ultimately Payback is about suspense, whether it is the 

suspense we experience during the meeting between Resnick and 

Carter, or the developments of Porter’s plans in getting back 

his money and settling the scores with his enemies. Throughout 

the film, Helgeland applies a variety of Hitchcock’s trends and 

techniques, a limited number of which are addressed in this 

paper. This research, however it does answer some of my questions 

on why I think of Payback as my favorite picture, it still does 

not give an answer to why I am not as fond of the originals 

behind this movie - Hitchcock’s own films. Perhaps it is because 

of the twists Helgeland adds to most of the techniques he 

borrows, once again following Hitchcock who said: “The ending 

should have a twist almost to the point of shock either in the 

last line or the last situation” (Bays J. ). That twist is 

evident in the end when Porter kills all the mob bosses, turning 

the entire Hitchcock equation of ‘surprise’ and ‘suspense’ 

upside down. Helgeland, albeit, ignores Hitchcock’s rule not 

allowing the bomb to go off and kill people. Instead, he decides 

to replace the ticker with a telephone wire, giving us the 

illusion that the mob bosses are going to get Rosie, while Porter 

is desperately trying to reach the Carphone to warn her. We do 

not want Rosie to get caught, but, we still start to doubt 

Porter’s ability to warn her on time, at the same moment, when 

we think Rosie got caught and the bomb goes off, killing all the 
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bosses, and effectively relieving our tension. Only then 

Helgeland takes Hitchcock’s suspense further not only by 

rebelling against its tradition, but more so by giving Mel Gibson 

the chance to be the American hero who is drowning in his blood, 

yet, who is always willing to tear through the leather backseat, 

as if he were a rebirth of the new day. 

In ENGLISH HITCHCOCK. A Movie Book by Charles Barr, Scott 

MacKenzie explores Barr’s attempt to define what constitutes 

‘Englishness’ in Hitchcock’s works. “While German expressionism 

and Soviet montage have often, and quite rightly, been cited as 

key influences on Hitchcock’s early film style,” MacKenzie 

argues, “the fact that the director was living and working in 

London has been largely neglected.” (MacKenzie, 2000) In this 

paper, I take MacKenzie’s argument to a further level and 

conclusively claim that despite the uniqueness of the works of 

both Helgeland and Gibson, tracing Hitchcock in their work is 

as essential as tracing German expressionism and Russian montage 

in Hitchcock’s masterpieces. 
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